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We investigate the Schro dinger operator H=&2+V acting in L2(Rn), n2, for
potentials V that satisfy :x V(x)=O( |x|
&|:|) as |x|  . By introducing coordinates
on Rn closely related to a relevant eikonal equation we obtain an eigenfunction
expansion for H at high energies.  1999 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we obtain generalized Fourier transforms that diagonalize
at high energies the Schro dinger operator H=&2+V acting in L2(Rn),
where 2 is the n-dimensional Laplacian, n2, and V is a real-valued
function of class C5 that satisfies
:x V(x)=O( |x|
&|:|), as |x|  , (1.1)
for |:|5. Earlier work in this direction has been done by Saito [19], who
establishes a radiation condition and a limiting absorption principle for a
class of Schro dinger operators that contains those satisfying (1.1), and by
Herbst [8], who investigates the spectral and scattering theory for
Schro dinger operators with homogeneous potentials of degree zero.
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In what follows E( } ) denotes the spectral measure of H and I*(r) the
function on [0, ) that equals 1 for r>* and vanishes otherwise.
Our main result is:
Theorem 1.1. Let V be as in (1.1) and let H=&2+V. Then, for *0>0
sufficiently large, there exist two partial isometries F\ from L2(Rn) onto
L2*0(R
n
!)#I*0( |!|
2) L2(Rn), with initial space L2*0(R
n
x)#E*0 L
2(Rn), where
E*0 #E((*0 , )), such that for every bounded Borel function / and for every
f # L2*0(R
n
x) we have
F\(/(H) f )(!)=/( |!|2)(F\ f )(!), !&a.e. (1.2)
The motivation for obtaining the generalized Fourier transforms F\
comes from scattering theory. Although it is not clear there exists a useful
approximate dynamics (and corresponding wave operators) for the class of
Hamiltonians considered in this work, a scattering matrix associated to H
can be defined for large k as the restriction of S =F+F*& to L2(7k), where
7k=[! # Rn: |!|=k]. This is closely related to the usual scattering matrix
when the wave operators exist [10, 9, 11]. Note that S is a unitary
operator from L2*0(R
n
!) onto L
2
*0
(Rn!) which commutes with multiplication
by |!|2 and therefore the restriction of S to L2(7k) is well defined for a.e.
k>- *0 .
The generalized Fourier transform will be obtained from the generalized
eigenfunctions of H. The latter are obtained from the boundary values of
the resolvent, i.e., the Green’s function G(x, y; *+i0) by a limiting proce-
dure essentially as follows: we first obtain a good approximation to
G(x, 0; *+i0) valid for large x, namely P(x) exp(iS(x)), where S is a solu-
tion to the associated eikonal equation {S } {S+V(x)=* and P solves an
associated transport equation. Suppose now that _ is a point on the unit
sphere. We then obtain the generalized eigenfunction, 9( y; - * _), by
letting x approach infinity in the expression
G(x, y; *+i0)P(x) exp(iS(x))
along an orbit of a classical particle starting at _:
dxdt=2{S(x).
Actually the generalized eigenfunctions are not obtained as pointwise limits
and the classical orbit is parametrized differently, but the procedure we
follow below is in essence as described. Unfortunately the simplicity of the
procedure is masked somewhat by the necessary technical apparatus.
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For technical reasons we will study the operator (&2&zW*)&1 with
W*(x)#1&V(x)*, (1.3)
instead of the resolvent (H&z)&1. As shown in Appendix A, for sufficiently
large *>0 these operators have the same boundary values when z=*+i=
and epsilon approaches zero from above.
Thus we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions u to the equation
&2u&zW*u= f, (1.4)
where f satisfies certain decay assumptions at infinity and z is in C. To
accomplish this we proceed as follows. Let P* be a positive solution of class
C2 on Rn"[0] to
{ } (P*(x)2 {S*(x))=0, (1.5)
where S* is [14] the non-negative solution to the eikonal equation
|{S*(x)|2=W*(x), x # Rn"[0], (1.6)
given by
S*(x)2=inf {|
1
0
W*(!(t)) |!4 (t)| 2 dt : ! # Ex= . (1.7)
Here Ex=[! # (H1(0, 1))n : !(0)=0, !(1)=x], with H 1(0, 1) the Sobolev
space of (0, 1). Then we note that the substitution |=P&1* u transforms
(1.4) into
&
1
W*P2*
{ } (P2* {|)&z|=q|+ f , (1.8)
with q=2P* W*P* and f =W &1* P
&1
* f. It is crucial for us that q turns out
to be short-range for large * (see Proposition 2.5). Thus we can view (1.8)
as a Schro dinger-like equation with a short-range potential and investigate
the asymptotic behavior of | by introducing coordinates on Rn closely
related to S*(x). We obtain the generalized eigenfunctions of H by applying
abstract results of Ja ger [12, 13].
In Section II we introduce eikonal coordinates on Rn and show that q is
short-range. In Section III we prove Theorem 1.1.
When V is homogeneous of degree zero (for |x|12) we prove a
Mourre estimate away from critical values of V | S n&1. This simplifies and
extends some of the results in [8]. See Appendix C.
Some of the results presented in this paper are included in the
unpublished work [7].
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II. EIKONAL COORDINATES ON Rn
Let V satisfy (1.1) and let S* be as in (1.7). Since Theorem 1.1 remains
valid if we add to H a short-range perturbation (see [7] or the remark
at the end of Section III), without loss of generality we may assume
that V(x)=0 for |x|2. Hence S*(x)=|x| for |x|2 and therefore
[x # Rn : S*(x)=1]=Sn&1. An important property of S* in our discussion
is [4, 7] that, for large *, S* is a solution of class C4(Rn"[0]) to (1.6) that
satisfies
lim
*  
|x| |:| :x( |x|
&1 S*(x)&1)=0, (2.1)
uniformly on Rn"[0], for all multi-indices : with |:|4. The continuity
properties with respect to * of the derivatives of S* stated below will also
play a role.
Lemma 2.1. Let V be as in (1.1) and S* as in (1.7). Then for *0>0
sufficiently large the functions :xS*(x), |:|4, are jointly continuous in
(x, *) # (Rn"[0])_(*0 , ).
This lemma can be proved using the implicit-function-theorem argument
of the proof of Lemma 2 of [4], and the identities (9) and (12) of the same
reference combined with an O.D.E. argument. Although the proof is
tedious it is straightforward and will not be given here.
Proposition 2.2. Let V be as in (1.1) and S* as in (1.7). Let *0 be suf-
ficiently large and let *>*0 . For every _ # S n&1 let ’(_, } ) be the solution to
’* (_, t)={S*(’(_, t))W*(’(_, t)), ’(_, 1)=_; t>0. (2.2)
Then the map (_, r) [ ’(_, r) is a C 3 diffeomorphism from S n&1_(0, )
onto Rn"[0].
Proof. Standard arguments of O.D.E.’s show, using (2.1), that ’ is
well defined, one to one, and of class C 3. Note that for r>0 we have
S*(’(_, r))=r. By solving y* =&{S* W* , y(0)=x, and observing that
dS*( y(t))dt=&1 we see that ’ is onto. To show that ’&1 is C3, it suffices
to prove that if  is a coordinate system on an open set 0/S n&1, then for
every % # (0) and r>0 the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J’~ (%, r)
does not vanish. Here ’~ (%, r)#’(&1(%), r). We will write J instead of J’~ ,
_ instead of &1(%), and (_, r) instead of ’(&1(%), r). It follows from
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(2.2) that J(_, r)=U(_, r) J(_, 1), where U is the matrix-valued function
satisfying
U4 (_, t)=M(_, t) U(_, t), U(_, 1)=I, t>0. (2.3)
Here I denotes the identity matrix and M(_, r) the matrix-valued function
given by Mij=xj ((xi S*)W*). Hence det U(_, r)=det U(_, 1) exp(
r
1 tr
M(_, t) dt) and therefore
det J(_, r)=W*(_, r)&1 det J(_, 1) exp \|
r
1
(2S*)(_, t)
W*(_, t)
dt+ . (2.4)
Since J(_, 1) has rank n then det J(_, r) never vanishes. K
Remarks. (1) The integral curves of the vector field {S*(x)W*(x) on
Rn"[0] are, up to linear reparametrizations, the geodesics starting at
the origin for the Riemannian metric (ds)2=W*(x)|dx|2. (2) Note that
’#’* depends on *; in addition, from Lemma 2.1 and standard argu-
ments of O.D.E.s we find that if *0 is sufficiently large, then the map
(_, r, *) [ ’*(_, r) is continuous on S n&1_(0, )_(*0 , ), and the map
(x, *) [ ’&1* (x) is continuous on R
n"[0]_(*0 , ).
Let G=(glj)#J t’~ J’~ denote the Riemannian metric on S n&1_(0, ) in
terms of ‘‘eikonal coordinates _ and r.’’ Since g(_, r)# |det(glj)|=(det J)2,
from (2.3) we have
g(_, r)=W &2* g(_, 1) exp \2 |
r
1
2S*
W*
dt+ . (2.5)
It is easily seen that in eikonal coordinates
G(_, r)=\10
0
W &1* + ,
where 1(_, r)=(#lj) is the (n&1)_(n&1) matrix defined by #lj= g lj ,
1l, jn&1.
Proposition 2.3. Let * be sufficiently large and let S* be as in (1.7).
Then (1.5) has a unique positive solution P* which is of class C2 on Rn"[0]
and is equal to 1 on S n&1.
Proof. In eikonal coordinates (1.5) becomes r(P2*W* - g)=0. Hence,
for _ # Sn&1,
P2*W* - g=c(_).
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From this last and (2.5) we find
P*(_, r)=exp \&|
r
1
2S*(_, t)
2W*(_, t)
dt+ , (2.6)
where we have abbreviated W*(_, t) for W* b ’*(_, t), and similarly for P*
and S* . K
Note that from (2.6) and (2.1) we have lim*   P*(x)=|x|&(n&1)2 for
every x # Rn"[0]. Moreover, for |x|2, where we assume V#0, we have
P*(x)=|x| &(n&1)2.
It follows from (2.6), Lemma 2.1, and the second remark preceding the
proof of Proposition 2.2 that P*(x) and {P*(x) are jointly continuous in
(x, *) # (Rn"[0])_(*0 , ).
In eikonal coordinates (1.8) becomes
&rr |+4r|&z|=q|+ f , (2.7)
where 4r is a LaplaceBeltrami-like operator on S n&1 given in local
coordinates by
4rv=
&1
- g(_, 1)
:
n&1
j=1
j \- g(_, 1)W*(_, r) :
n&1
l=1
#lj (_, r) l v+ ,
for every smooth function v on Sn&1. Here (#lj)#1&1 and j #%j , for
1 jn&1. Since the right side of 4r|= &P&2* W
&1
* div(P
2
* grad |)+
rr| does not depend on coordinates on S n&1, we have that 4r is a well-
defined operator.
To apply the abstract results of Ja ger [12, 13] to (2.7) we need
q(x)=O( |x|&1&$) as |x|  , for some $>12, and, for some +>1, we
need
&
d
dr
(4rv, v)(+r)(4rv, v),
for every smooth function v on Sn&1 and r>0, where ( } , } ) denotes the
inner product on L2(Sn&1) with respect to the Lebesgue measure d_. We
prove below that q and 4r enjoy these properties if * is sufficiently large.
It is easy to see that if {r is the gradient on the manifold S*(x)=r, then
for every smooth function v on Sn&1 we have
(4rv, v)=|
Sn&1
W &1* |{rv|
2 d_, (2.8)
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where in local coordinates |{rv| 2=v1&1 vt#n&1l, j=1 #
lj (_, r)  lv  j v.
Thus, the operators 4r are positive. Moreover, the map r [ 4rv is
continuous from R+ to L2(Sn&1) and the map r [ (4rv, v) is of class C1
on R+ .
Proposition 2.4. Let +<2. Then for all sufficiently large * we have
(&44 rv, v)(+r)(4rv, v), (2.9)
for every r>0 and v # W2, 2(Sn&1). Here (44 rv, v)#(ddr)(4rv, v).
Proof. Differentiating the integrand of (2.8) in local coordinates we find
that
&r44 r&+4r=W &1* 1
&1(r r1+(r rW* W*&+) 1 ) 1&1.
Thus it suffices to show that for large * the operator rr1+
(rrW* W*&+) 1 is positive for each _ # Sn&1 and r>0. For every
x # Rn"[0] let 6*(x) and 6(x) denote the orthogonal projections from Rn
onto the subspaces [{S*(x)]= and [x|x|]=, respectively. Using (2.3) we
obtain
r r1+(r rW* W*&+) 1
=QnJ t(r6*(M t+M) 6*+(r rW*W*&+) 6*) J |Qn(Rn) ,
where Qn denotes projection in the first n&1 coordinates. Note now that
(2.1) implies that lim*   S*(x)(M t(x)+M(x))=26(x) and lim*  
6*(x)=6(x), uniformly on Rn"[0]. Using this last and (1.1) we find that
as * goes to infinity
r6*(M t+M) 6*+(r r W*W*&+) 6*(2&++o(1)) 6* ,
for every r>0 and _ # Sn&1. Since +<2, the proof is complete. K
Given the assumptions (1.1) one might expect that for large * we have
2P* P*=O(r&2), as r goes to infinity. But the only simple expression we
have for P* , (2.6), is in eikonal coordinates and it turns out that the trans-
formation x [ (_, r) introduces some growth in the derivatives with respect
to _.
Proposition 2.5. Let %>0 be given. Then for all sufficiently large * we
have that
|(2P*P*)(_, r)|=O(r&2+%), (2.10)
as r  , uniformly in _ # Sn&1.
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Proof. A short calculation shows that in eikonal coordinates
2P*= :
n
j, l=1 \jg
lj lP*+ glj
j - g
- g
l P*+ glj  l  jP* +=Ir+ :
n&1
j, l=1
Ilj ,
where Ir=rW* rP*+W*(r - g- g) rP*+W* rrP* and for 1l,
jn&1 we have
Ilj=j glj  lP*+ glj (j - g)- g)  lP*+ glj l jP* .
Using (2.6), (1.1), and (2.1) we find that
Ir
P*
=
1
2 \2S*
r W*
W*
&r 2S*&
(2S*)2
2W* +=O(r&2)
uniformly in _ # Sn&1 as r  . To estimate Ilj , for 1 j, ln&1, we
proceed as follows. Let =>0 be given and let * be sufficiently large. First
note that (2.1) and (2.6) imply that
r&(n&1)(1+=)2P*(_, r)r&(n&1)(1&=)2. (2.11)
Now we show that
|j ’(_, r)|Cr1+= and |l j’(_, r)|Cr1+=, 1 j, ln&1,
(2.12)
for all _ # Sn&1 and r>0. In this proof ’(_, r) is as in (2.2) and C>0
denotes a constant independent of *, _ # Sn&1, and r>0. From J(_, r)=
U(_, r) J(_, 1) we find that
j ’(_, r)=U(_, r) j ’(_, 1). (2.13)
In addition, from (2.3) we obtain &U(_, r)&exp(r1 &M(_, t)&dt). Since
(2.1) implies that &M(_, r)&(1+=)r, the first estimate in (2.12)
follows. Differentiating (2.13) yields l j’(_, r)=lU(_, r) j’(_, 1)+
U(’(_, r)) l j’(_, 1). Thus, to prove the second estimate in (2.12) it
suffices to show that &lU(_, r)&Cr1+=; but this follows from
l U(_, r)=|
r
1
U(_, r) U&1(_, t)(lM(_, t)) U(_, t) dt,
which we derive using (2.3).
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Next we estimate j glj lP* , for 1 j, ln&1. From (2.6) we get
j P*=&P*F j 2, where we define Fj=r1  j (2S*W*) dt. We claim that
|j P* |CP*r=. (2.14)
A short calculation gives j (2S* W*)=(W &1* {x(2S*)&2S* W
&2
* {xW*)
} j’(_, r). Hence, using (2.1) and (2.12) we find |Fj (_, r)|Cr=, which
implies the claim. To estimate jglj we first note that using (2.5) we have
glj=P4*W
2
*g(_, 1)
&1 Coflj G, where Cof denotes cofactor. Differentiating g lj
we find
j glj=
P4* W
2
*
g(_, 1)
((&2Fj+2W &1*  jW*&j log g(_, 1)) Coflj G+j Cof lj G).
We note now that CofljG is the sum of finitely many terms each of which
is the product of W &1* and n&2 factors of the form  l’(_, r) }  j’(_, r),
1l, jn&1. Therefore using (2.12) we have |Cof lj G|Cr(n&2)(2+=).
Analogously we obtain |j Coflj G|Cr(n&2)(2+=). Thus | jglj|
CP4*r
(n&2)(2+=)+=. Combining this last estimate with (2.14) and (2.11) we
find
|j glj jP* P* |=O(r&2+%),
as r  , uniformly in _ # Sn&1. Since the other terms of Ilj can be
estimated similarly, the proof is complete. K
III. THE EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION
In this section we prove our main result. We only show how to construct
F+ . Let H be as in Theorem 1.1. For z=++i=, =>0, and W* as in (1.3)
we set R(z)=(H&z)&1 and Q*(z)=(H0&zW*)&1, H0=&2.
In what follows we will use the spaces L2s =(x)
&s L2(Rn). Here
(x)#(1+|x|2)12 and the norm on L2s is & f &Ls2=( |(x)
2 f (x)|2 dx)12.
The norm on the space L(L2s , L
2
&s) of all bounded operators from L
2
s to
L2&s will be denoted by & }&s, &s .
In Appendix A we use the method of Mourre [15, 16] to prove the
following:
Theorem 3.1. Let R(z) and Q*(z) be as above and let s>12. Then
there exists *0>0 for which the following holds.
(i) Suppose +>*0 . Then the limit lim= a 0 R(++i=)#R(++i0) exists
in the norm & }&s, &s , and is approached uniformly on compact subintervals of
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(0, ). For any fixed b1a1>*0 set K1=[++i=: a1+b1 , 0<=1].
Then there exists a constant C10 depending only on K1 , s, and the bounds
on V such that
&R(z) f &L2
&s
C1& f &Ls2 , (3.1)
for all (z, f ) # K1_L2s . Therefore (3.1) holds for R(++i0) f with
(+, f ) # [a1 , b1]_L2s .
(ii) Suppose *>*0 . Then for all +>0 the limit lim= a 0 Q*(++i=)#
Q*(++i0) exists in the norm & }&s, &s . For any fixed b2a2>0 we set
K2=[++i= : a2+b2 , 0<=1]. Then there exists C20 depending only
on K2 , s, and the bounds on V such that
&Q*(z) f&L2
&s
C2& f &Ls2 , (3.2)
for all (z, f ) # K2_L2s . Therefore (3.2) holds for Q*(++i0) f with
(+, f ) # [a2 , b2]_L2s .
(iii) If *>*0 then R(*+i0)=Q*(*+i0).
To construct F+ we follow Constantin [6]. First we obtain the boundary
values at infinity of uk=R(*+i0) f for f # C 0 (R
n).
Proposition 3.2. Let *0>0 be sufficiently large and fix *>*0 . For
k=- * and f # C0 (Rn) set uk=R(k2+i0) f. Introduce eikonal coordinates
_ and r on Rn and write uk as uk(_, r). Consider uk( } , r) as a function of r
with values in L2(S n&1). Let Pk2(_, r) be as in (2.6) and define |k=P&1k2 uk .
Then there exists k #k( f ) # L2(Sn&1) such that
lim
r  
exp(&ikr) |k( } , r)=k , (3.3)
strongly in L2(S n&1) uniformly on compact subintervals of (*0 , ). If in
addition k=0 as an element of L2(S n&1), then uk has compact support.
Proof. Since R(k2+i0) f=Qk2(k2+i0) f, then uk satisfies (1.4) with
z=k2. Hence, as in (2.7) we can verify that |k satisfies
&rr |k(r)+4r|k(r)&k2|k(r)=q|k(r)+ f , r>0, (3.4)
where q satisfies (2.10) and the operators 4r are positive and satisfy (2.9).
Thus, according to Theorem 1 of [12], except for the uniform convergence,
the above proposition will be proved if we show that
lim inf
r  
r &|$k(r)&ik|k(r)&2=0, (3.5)
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and that
|

1
r&1&&|k(r)&2 dr<, (3.6)
for every >0. It follows from (2.4) and (2.6) that
det J(_, r)=W*(_, r)&1 - g(_, 1) P&2* (_, r).
Therefore for every u # L1(Rn) we have
|
Rn
u(x) dx=|

0
|
S n&1
P&2* (_, r) W*(_, r)
&1 u(_, r) d_ dr. (3.7)
Using this last it is easy to see that (3.6) follows from the fact that uk #
L2&s for all s>12. In order to prove (3.5) we introduce the following
definitions. For f # C 0 (R
n) and } # C, with Im }0 and Re }>0,
we set u}*=Q*(}2) f, where Q*(}2)=Q*(}2+i0) if Im }=0. The
function u}* satisfies (1.4) with z=}2. Since we are assuming V to be of
class C 5, it follows from standard elliptic theory [10] that u}* is
of class C 6. Introducing eikonal coordinates _ and r on Rn we write
u}* as u}*(_, r). Define |}*=P&1* u}* , where P* is as in (2.6). Viewing
|}* as a function of r with values in L2(S n&1), it follows as in (2.7) that
|}* satisfies
&rr |}*(r)+4r |}*(r)&k2|}*(r)=q|}*(r)+ f , r>0, (3.8)
where q satisfies (2.10) and the operators 4r are positive and satisfy (2.9).
Note that for }=k=- * we have |k=|}* . Now, it follows from (B.1),
with :=1, that for each s>12
|

1
&|$}*(r)&ik|}*(r)&2 drC(& f &2Ls2+& f &
2
L
1
2)<, (3.9)
for }2=*+i=, 0<=1, where C0 depends only on * and s. Thus, (3.9)
holds too for }=- * and this implies (3.5). The uniform convergence
in (3.3) on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ) is proved in Appendix B,
Lemma B.3. K
Theorem 3.3. Let *0>0 be sufficiently large. For k>- *0 and
f # C 0 (R
n) let k( f ) be as in (3.3). Then for every s>12 the linear map
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f [ k( f ) from C 0 (R
n) to L2(S n&1) has an extension to a bounded linear
map 9k from L2s to L
2(Sn&1) which has the following properties:
(i) For every f # L2s we have
&9k( f )&2=
1
k
Im |
Rn
(R(k2+i0) f ) f dx. (3.10)
(ii) The map (k, f ) [ 9k( f ) is continuous from (- *0 , )_L2s to
L2(S n&1).
(iii) For every f # L2s , 9k( f ) is the unique function in L
2(S n&1) for
which
lim
R  
R&1 |
1S2k(x)R
|uk(x)&Pk2(x) exp(ikSk2(x)) 9k( f )(?1 ’&1(x))| 2 dx=0,
(3.11)
where uk=R(k2+i0) f, and where ’ is as in (2.2) and ?1(_, r)=_.
(iv) For 12<s1, the range of 9k contains C(Sn&1).
Proof. For f # C 0 (R
n) let k( f ) be as in (3.3). Using the Schwarz
inequality and the fact proved in Lemma B.2 that (3.10) holds for 9( f )
replaced by k( f ), we see that the linear map f [ k( f ) from C 0 (R
n) to
L2(S n&1) has an extension to a continuous map 9k from L2s to L
2(Sn&1)
that satisfies (3.10). By Lemma B.3 we have that for every f # C 0 (R
n) the
map k [ 9k( f ) is continuous from (- *0 , ) to L2(S n&1). Hence, part (ii)
follows from this last, (3.10), and a density argument. The proof of (iii)
follows directly from (3.3). To prove (iv), let , # C(S n&1) be given
and define 8(x)=Pk2(x) exp(ikSk2(x)) ,(?1’&1(x)), where ?1 is as in
(3.11). We will show that there exists f # L21 for which ,=9k( f ). A
short calculation using (3.7) shows that 8 # L2&s for every s>12. In
addition, using (1.5) and (1.6) we have that 8 satisfies (1.4), with
z=k2 and f =fk #&2(,Pk2) exp(ikSk2). It is easy to see that if *0
is sufficiently large then fk belongs to L21 . From Lemma B.4 we have that
u=R(k2+i0) fk is the unique solution in L2&1 & H
2
loc to (1.4) with z=k
2
that satisfies
lim
R  
1
R |1Sk2(x)R |{Sk2(x) } ({&ik {Sk2(x)) u(x)|
2 dx=0. (3.12)
Since 8 also satisfies (3.12) and (1.4) with z=k2, then 8=R(k2+i0) fk ,
and by (iii) of this theorem ,=9k( fk). K
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Instead of Lemma B.4 we may use the uniqueness results of Saito [19].
Since we want to show how to treat this problem as a Schro dinger equa-
tion with a short-range potential we present Lemma B.4 for the reader’s
convenience.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We show how to construct F+ . For f # L2s ,
s>12, we define
F+( f )(!)=I*0( |!|
2) - 2? |!| (3&n)2 9 |!|( f )(!|!| ). (3.13)
Let E*0 be as in Theorem 1.1. First we show that for any f # L
2
s we have
(E*0 f, f )=| |F+f (!)|2 d!.
Since (*0 , )/_ac(H ), Stone’s formula [18] gives
(E*0 f, f )=
1
? |

*0
Im |
Rn
R(*+i0) f (x) f (x) dx d*,
for any f # L2s . Using (3.10) we find that
(E*0 f, f )=
2
? |

- *0
k2&9k( f )&2 dk
=|

- *0 \
2
?
k(3&n)29k( f ), 2? k(3&n)29k( f )+ kn&1 dk
=| |F+ f (!)| 2 d!.
Thus, F+ has an extension to a partial isometry from L2(Rn) into L2*0(R
n
!)
with initial set L2*0(R
n
x). To show that F+ is onto L
2
*0
(Rn!) we prove that if
, # ker F*+ then ,=0 as an element of L2*0(R
n
!). To this end, let C be the
algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on R which vanish at
infinity, with the norm &g&=max[ | g(x)| : x # R], and let A be the sub-
algebra of C generated by the functions 1(x\i). It can easily be verified
that for every s with 12<s1 the operators (H\i)&1 are bounded from
L2s to L
2
s , and that 9k((H\i)
&1 f )=(k2\i)&1 9k( f ) for every f # L2s .
Hence, using this last and (3.13) we see that for every g # A the operator
g(H ) is bounded from L2s to L
2
s , 12<s1, and
F+(g(H ) f )(!)= g( |!|2) F+( f )(!), (3.14)
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for all f # L2s . Next we fix , # ker F*+ and f # L
2
s and show that for every
g # C we have
|

- *0
2? k(n+1)2g(k2)(9k( f ), ,(k } )) dk=(F+(g(H) f ), ,)=0. (3.15)
From (3.14) it is easy to see that (3.15) holds for every g # A. In addi-
tion, using the continuity of F+ we find that (3.15) holds too for all g
in the closure of A. By the StoneWeierstrass Theorem we have that
A=C , and therefore (3.15) holds for every g # C . It follows from (3.15)
that there is a measure zero set Nf such that (9k( f ), ,(k } ))=0 on
(- *0 , )"Nf . Hence, if [ fm] is a dense sequence in L2s , then there exists
a measure zero set N/R such that for any k # M#(- *0 , )"N, the
function ,(k } ) is a well defined element of L2(Sn&1) and
(9k( fm), ,(k } ))=0 for all m. Since f [ (9k( f ), ,(k } )) is a continuous
map from L2s to C for every k # M, it follows that (9k( f ), ,(k } ))=0 for
every f # L2s and k # M. Therefore, by iv) of Theorem 3.3 we have that
(, ,(k } ))=0 for every  # C(Sn&1) and k # M. This implies that ,=0
as an element of L2*0(R
n
!). The rest of the proof follows from (3.14),
the StoneWeierstrass theorem, and other standard approximation
arguments. K
Remark. It may be of interest to note that the foregoing results are
valid for more general potentials V (for example, we have assumed that V
vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin). We can easily add V1 with
V1(x)=O( |x| &32&=), as |x|  , for some =>0 if V1 is also C2 with
(x } {)2 V1 bounded. To achieve this we use S* constructed from
W*=1&V* and treat V1 as a perturbation of q=2P* P* . The condition
that (x } {)2 V1 is bounded is used in the Mourre theory in bounding the
second commutator with the dilation generator. With some additional
work (see [3]) this condition should be unnecessary.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix we prove Theorem 3.1. Let H0=&2 and let H be either
H0+V or H #W &12* H0W &12* , where V is as in (1.1) and W* is as in
(1.3). Let A=(x } D+D } x)2i where D={. Fix b>a>0 and f # C 0 (R+)
with 0 f1 and f identically equal to 1 on [a, b]. It is easy to verify that
[H, A] and [[H, A], A] are bounded relative to H, and that there exists
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*0>0 and :>0 such that if either H=H and *>*0 , or H=&2+V,
a>*0 , and f # C 0 (*0 , ), then the following Mourre estimate holds
f (H )[iH, A] f (H ):f (H )2. (A.1)
The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the following proposition which can be
proved following the proof of a similar result in [16].
Proposition A.1. Let H, A, and f be as in (A.1) and suppose that (A.1)
is satisfied. Let V satisfy (1.1) and set W *=1&V *. For (%, =, +) # 0#
[0, 1]_[0, 1]_[a, b] define
4(%, =, +)=H&+&i=W *&i%f (H )[(H&+&i=W *), A] f (H ). (A.2)
Then, for large * and (%, =, +) # 01 #0"[(0, 0, +): a+b], the inverse
operator 4(%, =, +)&1 exists. Fix 12<s<1 and set (A) %=(|A|+1)&s
(% |A|+1)s&1 for %0. Then the map (%, =, +) [ 1(%, =, +)#(A) %
4(%, =, +)&1 (A) % from 01 to L(L2(Rn)) is Ho lder-continuous with
exponent ;, for any ; with 0<;<(2s&1)3.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let s and ; be as in Proposition A.1. Let *0 be
as in (A.1) and let Kj , j=1, 2, be as defined in Theorem 3.1. To prove (i)
it suffices to show that R(z) is Ho lder-continuous with exponent ; on K1 ,
but this follows by taking H=H0+V and V =0 in (A.2) and then
proceeding as in the proof of a similar fact in [16]. Similarly, taking H=H
and V =0 in (A.2), and using the identity Q*(z)=W &12* (H &z)
&1 W &12* ,
it follows that R(z) is Ho lder-continuous with exponent ; on K2 and
therefore that (ii) holds. To prove (iii) we take H=H0+V in (A.2) and
set 1j (%, =, +)=(A) % 4j (%, =, +)&1 (A) % , j=1, 2, where 41(%, =, +)#
H&+&i=&i%f (H)[(H&+&i=), A] f (H ) and 42(%, =, +)#H&+&i=W*
&i%f (H )[(H&+&i=W*), A] f (H ). Then note that, for large + and *,
Proposition A.1 yields 11(%, 0, +)=12(%, 0, +) and
lim
=  0
11(0, =, +)= lim
%  0
11(%, 0, +)= lim
%  0
12(%, 0, +)= lim
=  0
12(0, =, +).
Finally note that
11(0, =, +)=(|A|+1)&s R(++i=)( |A|+1)&s
and, for large +=*,
12(0, =, +)=( |A|+1)&s Q*(++i=)( |A|+1)&s. K
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APPENDIX B
The estimates presented in this appendix are generalizations of
analogous estimates scattered in the literature [1, 6, 12]. We present them
here for the reader’s convenience. We note however that (B.1) is slightly
stronger than its analog in the literature and will allow us to prove that the
convergence in (3.3) is uniform on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ).
Lemma B.1. Let 1<+<2 be given, and let %>0 and 0<:<+ be such
that :+2%<2. Let *0>0 be sufficiently large and fix *>*0 . For
f # C 0 (R
n) and } # C, with Im }>0 and }2=*+i=, 0<=1, set
u}*=Q*(}2) f and |}*=P&1* u}* , where P* is as in (2.6). Then for every
s>12 there exists a C*s0 depending continuously on * such that
|

1
r:&1(: &|$}*(r)&ik|}*(r)&2+(+&:)(4r |}*(r), |}*(r))) dr

C*s
:
(& f &2L2
12+:2
+& f &2Ls2). (B.1)
Proof. Set v}*=/|}* , where / is a fixed C function on R+ that
vanishes on 0<r<12 and equals 1 for r1. To simplify notation we will
write v} instead of v}* . Since |}* satisfies (3.8) we have that v} satisfies
&v"}(r)+4rv}(r)&}2v}(r)=qv}(r)+ g, r>0, (B.2)
where g=/f &/"|}*&2/$|$}* . A short calculation, using (2.9) for large *
and Im }>0 yields
d
dr
&v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&22 Re(v"}(r)&4rv}(r)+}2v}(r), v$}(r)&i}v}(r))
+
d
dr
(4rv}(r), v}(r))+
+
r
(4rv}(r), v}(r)).
Next we multiply this last by &r: and integrate from 0 to R. Using (B.2)
and the positivity of 4r , we obtain
|
R
0
&r:
d
dr
&v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&2 dr|
R
0
2r: &qv}(r)+ g&&v$}(r)&i}v}(r)& dr
&(+&:) |
R
0
(4rv}( f ), v}(r)) dr. (B.3)
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Integrating by parts the left side of (B.3), and using (2.10) for large * and
the Schwarz inequality we find
1
2 |
R
0
r:&1(: &v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&2+(+&:)(4rv}(r), v}(r))) dr

R:
2
&v$}(R)&i}v}(R)&2
+\2 |
R
0
r:+1(C2r&4+2% &v}(r)&2+&g(r)&2) dr+
12
_\|
R
0
r:&1 &v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&2 dr+
12
. (B.4)
Since Im }>0, using the CombesThomas argument [5] and elementary
estimates, one can show that both v} and v$} decay exponentially. Therefore
r: &v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&2 is integrable on [1, ). Letting R go to infinity in
(B.4) along an appropriate sequence we obtain
|

0
r:&1(: &v$}(r)&i}v}(r)&2+(+&:)(4rv}(r), v}(r))) dr
8:&1 |

0
r:+1(C2r&4+2% &v}(r)&2+&g(r)&2) dr.
Since :+2%<2, we derive (B.1) from this last estimate, using (3.2) and
standard elliptic estimates [2]. K
Lemma B.2. Let |k and k be as in Proposition 3.2. Then
lim
r  
&|k&=&k&
uniformly on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ). In addition,
k &k&2=Im |
Rn
(R(k2+i0) f ) f dx.
Much of the proof of this and the following lemma is from Ja ger [12],
although he does not prove the uniform convergence on compact subinter-
vals of (- *0 , ).
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Proof. Following Ja ger [12], a short calculation yields
d
dr
((|$k&ik|k , |k) exp(2ikr))
=((4r |k , |k)+&|$k&ik|k &2+(|"k&4r |k+k2|k , |k)) exp(2ikr).
Integrating this last equation from r to R we obtain
ik&|k(r)&2=(|$k(r), |k(r))&(|$k(R)&ik|k(R), |k(R)) exp 2ik(R&r)
+|
R
r
((4t |k , |k)+&|$k&ik|k&2
&(q|k+ f , |k)) exp 2ik(t&r) dt, (B.5)
where we have used (3.4). Using (3.6) and (B.1) we find that the integrand
in (B.5) is in L1([1, )). For every %>0 we have
t&(1+%)2 |(|$k(t)&ik|k(t), |k(t))|&|$k(t)&ik|k(t) &2+t&1&%&|k(r)&2.
(B.6)
Using again (3.6) and (B.1) we see that the left side of (B.6) is in
L1([1, )). Hence, there exists a sequence R j going to infinity with
limj   (w$k(Rj)&ik|k(R j), |k(Rj))=0. Letting R go to infinity in (B.5)
through this sequence we find that
k &|k(r)&2=Im(|$k(r), |k(r))
+Im |

r
((4t |k , |k)+&|$k&ik|k&2
&(q|k+ f , |k)) exp 2ik(t&r) dt. (B.7)
From this last and (B.1), for some : with 1<:<+, we see that as r goes
to infinity the second term on the right side of (B.7) converges uniformly
in every compact subinterval of (- *0 , ). Now, using (3.4) and the fact
that |k(0)=0 we have
Im(|$k(r), |k(r))=Im |
r
0
(|"k(t)&4r |k(t)+k2|k(t), |k(t)) dt
=Im |
r
0
(&f , |k(t)) dt. (B.8)
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By (3.1), the bounds on R(k2+i0) as a map from L2s to L
2
&s are uniform
on compact subintervals of (*0 , ). Therefore so too is the convergence as
r goes to infinity of the first term on the right side of (B.7). In addition
since we know that limr   exp(&ikr) |k(r)=k then
k &k&2=Im |

0
(|k(t), f ) dt.
=Im |

0
|
Sn&1
P&2k2 W
&1
k2 uk f d_ dr
=Im |
Rn
((R(k2+i0) f ) f dx. K
Lemma B.3. Let |k and k be as in Proposition 3.2. Then the map
k [ k is continuous from (*0 , ) to L2(S n&1), and
lim
r  
exp(&ikr) |k(r)=k , (B.9)
uniformly on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ).
Proof. Convergence has been proved in Theorem 1 of [12]. We only
worry about the uniform convergence on compact subintervals of
(- *0 , ). First we prove that for every h # L2(Sn&1)
lim
r  
(h, k&exp(&ikr) |k(r))=0, (B.10)
uniformly on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ). Following [12] we have
|k(r)=:k(r) exp(ikr)+:&k(r) exp(&ikr),
where
:k(r)#
1
2ik
(|$k(r)+ik|k(r)) exp(&ikr)
=:k(R)+
1
2ik |
r
R
4t |k(t) exp(&ikt) dt
+
1
2ik |
r
R
(|"k(t)&4t|k(t)+k2|k(t)) exp(&ikt) dt,
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for any R>0. Suppose h is a smooth function on Sn&1. Then using (3.4)
we have
(h, :k(r))=(h, :k(R))+
1
2ik |
r
R
((h, 4t|k(t))&(h, q|k(t)+ f )) exp(&ikt) dt.
(B.11)
Using the Schwarz inequality we find that
|
r
R
(h, 4t |k(t)) dt\|
r
R
(h, 4t h) dt+
12
\|
r
R
(|k(t), 4t |k(t)) dt+
12
.
From (2.10) we find that for any fixed a>0 we have
(h, 4t h)(h, 4ah)(at)+, ta.
Combining these last three estimates and using (B.1) we see that as r goes
to infinity the right side of (B.11) converges. Similarly we can show that
(h, :&k(r)) converges as r goes to infinity. Moreover, using (B.1) and
&:&k(r)&=(2k)&1 &|$k(r)&ik|k(r)& we find that (h, :&k(r)) converges to
zero. Since we know limr   exp(&ikr) |k(r)=k , combining (B.11) and
an analogous expression for (h, :&k(r)) we obtain
(h, k&exp(&ikr) |k(r))
=(h, k&:k(r)+:&k(r) exp(&2ikr)
=
1
2ik |

r
((h, 4t |k(t))&(h, q|k(t)+ f )) exp(&ikt) dt
&
1
2ik |

r
((h, 4t |k(t))&(h, q|k(t)+ f )) exp(ik(t&2r)) dt.
Using (B.1) and the last two estimates we see that the uniform convergence
in (B.10) holds for all smooth functions h on Sn&1 and therefore, using the
first part of Lemma B.2, for all h # L2(S n&1).
Now, fix \>0 and k>- *0 . Applying a standard trace theorem [17] to
the manifold Sk2(x)=\, which has the induced measure d_\=
W&12k2 P
&2
k2 d_, we find that
|
Sn&1
|(P&1k2 ,)(_, \)|
2 d_C &,&2H1(Rn) ,
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for all , # H1(Rn). Using this last we find that for any k1>- *0 we have
|
Sn&1
&|k(\)&|k1(\)&
2 d_
C &/(R(k2+i0) f&Pk2 P&1k
1
2 R(k21+i0) f )&
2
H1(Rn) ,
where / # C 0 (R
n) is a fixed function which vanishes for Sk2(x)>\+2 and
equals 1 for Sk2(x)<\+1. It follows from this last estimate, using i) of
Theorem 3.1 and the fact that Pk2(x) and {Pk2(x) are jointly continuous
in (x, k) # (Rn"[0])_(- *0 , ), that for every fixed r>0 the map
k [ |k(r) is continuous from (- *0 , ) to L2(S n&1). Hence, from the
uniform convergence in (B.10) we have that for every h # L2(S n&1) the
function k [ (h, k) is also continuous on (- *0 , ). Therefore, since by
Lemma B.2 the map k [ &k & is also continuous on (- *0 , ), the
function k [ k is continuous from (- *0 , ) to L2(S n&1).
In view of Lemma B.2, to prove the uniform convergence in (B.9) we
only need to show that the last term on the right side of
&k&exp(&ikr) |k(r)&2
=&|k(r)&2&&k&2+2 Re(k , k&exp(&ikr) |k),
converges uniformly on compact subintervals of (- *0 , ). Suppose I is a
compact subinterval of (- *0 , ) and K a compact subset of L2(Sn&1).
It follows from (B.10) and the first part of Lemma B.2 that
limr   (h, k&exp(&ikr) |k(r))=0, uniformly for (h, k) # K_I. By the
continuity of the map k [ k this last holds for K=[k : k # I]. K
Lemma B.4. Let *0>0 be sufficiently large and fix *>*0 . For k=- *,
12<s<32, and f # L2s set uk=R(k
2+i0) f. Let Sk2 be as in (1.7) and Wk2
be as in (1.3). Then uk is the unique solution in L2&s & H
2
loc(R
n) to
&2u&k2Wk2 u= f, on Rn, (B.12)
that satisfies
lim
R  
1
R |1S2k(x)R
|{Sk2 } ({&ik {Sk2) u| 2 dx=0. (B.13)
Proof. For f # L2s with 12<s<32 let u # L
2
&s & H
2
loc(R
n) be a solution
to (B.12) that satisfies (B.13). Let Pk2 be as in (2.6) and set |=P&1k2 u. For
r>0, let |$(r)&ik|(r) be the trace [17] on 7r #[x # Rn : Sk2(x)=r] of
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(W &1k2 {Sk2 } {&ik) P
&1
k2 u. A short calculation, using (1.5), shows that
|$(r)&ik|(r) is equal to the trace on 7r of P&1k2 W
&1
k2 ({Sk2 }
({&ik {Sk2) u+2Sk2 u2). Since (2Sk2) u # L2&s+1 , using this last and (3.7)
we find that (B.13) is equivalent to
lim
R  
1
R |
R
1
&|$(r)&ik|(r)&2 dr=0. (B.14)
It follows from part (i) of Theorem 3.1 that uk belongs to L2&s & H
2
loc(R
n)
and satisfies (B.12) in the sense of distributions; moreover, using (B.1) with
:=min[1, 2s&1]>0 it is easy to see that |k=P&1k2 uk satisfies (B.14).
Now let u~ =u&uk . Since u~ # H 2loc(R
n) and satisfies (B.12) with f =0, by the
assumptions on V and elliptic regularity [10] we have that u~ is of class C6
on Rn. Define |~ =P&1k2 u~ and introduce eikonal coordinates _ and r on R
n.
In order to prove uniqueness we first note that |~ satisfies (3.4) with f =0
and |k replaced by |~ , and that
k2 &|~ (r)&2&|~ $(r)&ik|~ (r)&2, (B.15)
for every r0. This last holds because from (B.8) the cross-term vanishes.
Moreover, since |~ satisfies (B.14), it follows from (B.15) that
lim
R  
1
R |
R
1
&|~ (r)&2 dr=0. (B.16)
But according to Theorem 2 of [13], if |~ satisfies (B.16) and (3.4) with f
of compact support, then |~ has compact support. Hence u~ has compact
support and by unique continuation u~ is identically zero. K
APPENDIX C
A Mourre Estimate for Schro dinger Operators with Homogeneous Potentials
In this appendix we will consider a smooth potential V, homogeneous of
degree zero outside the ball of radius 12 centered at 0. As in [8], the
critical values of V on Sn&1=[| # Rn : |||=1] play a major role. We thus
define
Cr(V )=[* # R : V(|)=* for some | # Sn&1 with {V(|)=0].
The function a(x)=(1&2;V(x)) |x| 24 will also play a major role. Note
that
[2, a(x)]#AV={a } D+D } {a.
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It is easy to see that AV is essentially skew-adjoint on C 0 (R
n). We
calculate
[&2+V(x), AV]=&4 :
n
i, j=1
Dia (2)ij (x) D j+; |x|
2 |{V(x)|2+G(x),
where
a (2)ij (x)=i ja(x)=
1
2
$ij&
;
2
 i j ( |x| 2 V(x)),
G(x)=&(22a(x))&(1&2;V(x)) x } {V(x).
Theorem C.1. Suppose V is a real function in C4(Rn) satisfying
x } {V(x)=0 for |x|12, and W a real function in C1(Rn) with
|W(x)|=o(1) and |{W(x)|=o( |x|&1) as |x|  . Let
H=&2+V+W.
Then for any *  Cr(V) there is an open interval I containing *, a constant
:>0, and a compact operator K such that
EH(I )[H, AV] EH(I ):EH(I )+K.
Here EH( } ) is the projection valued measure associated with the self-
adjoint operator H.
Proof. For small ;>0 we clearly have a(2)(x) 14I so that
[H, AV]&2+; |x| 2 |{V(x)| 2+G (x),
where G (x)  0 as |x|  .
Suppose *  Cr(V). Then there is an =>0 and $>0 so that if |||=1 and
V(|) # (*&2=, *+2=) it follows that |{V(|)|$. The sphere Sn&1 is the
union of open sets:
O1=[| # S n&1 : *&2=<V(|)<*+2=],
O2=[| # S n&1 : V(|)<*&=],
O3=[| # S n&1 : V(|)>*+=].
It is easy to find a C partition of unity of Rn : /21+/
2
2+/
2
3+’
2=1, where
x } {/j (x)=0 if |x|>34, supp ’/[x : |x|<1] and supp /j /[x : |x|>12,
x|x| # Oj]. We choose a real f # C 0 (R) with supp f/[*&=2, *+=2] and
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f =1 in an neighborhood of *. By the usual compactness arguments it
remains to show that
f (H )(&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)| 2) f (H):f (H )2+K (C.1)
for some :>0 and compact operator K. In the following we denote
compact operators by Kj , j=1, 2, .... To prove (C.1) first we write
f (H )(&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)|2) f (H )
= :
3
j=1
f (H ) / j (&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)|2) /j f (H)+K1 .
In the support of /1 we have |x| 2 |{V(x)|2$2 so
f (H ) /1(&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)|2) /1 f (H ); $2f (H ) /21 f (H ). (C.2)
In the support of /2 , *&V= so that
f (H ) /2(&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)|2) /2 f (H )
 f (H ) /2(H&*+*&V&W) /2 f (H)
 f (H ) /2(H&*+=) /2 f (H )+K2
=/2 f (H )(H&*+=) f (H ) /2+K3
/2 f (H ) =2f (H ) /2+K3
=(=2) f (H ) /22 f (H )+K4 . (C.3)
In the support of /3 (a classically forbidden region at energy *) we have
*&V&= so that
f (H ) /3(&2) /3 f (H )= f (H ) /3(H&*+*&V&W) /3 f (H )
 f (H ) /3(H&*&=) /3 f (H )+K5
=/3 f (H )(H&*&=) f (H ) /3+K6
&(=2) /3 f (H )2 /3+K6
=&=f (H ) /23f (H )+K7 .
Thus
0 f (H ) /3(&2+=2) /3 f (H )K7 ,
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which implies f (H ) /3(&2+=2) /3 f (H ) is compact and thus
f (H ) /3(&2+; |x|2 |{V(x)|2) /3 f (H ):f (H ) /23 f (H)+K8 (C.4)
for any :>0 since all terms are compact. Choosing :=min[;$2, =2] and
adding (C.2), (C.3), and (C.4) we obtain (C.1). K
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